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Market square of a city or town is a spatial frame where the notion of lower
middle class was formed and in which memorial events took place. Due to the
tragic events of the 20th century – the First and Second World Wars, Holodomor
(famine) and Holocaust, emigration and moving of peoples, destructions and
distortions of town space – market squares have become a certain mythological
construct. After the damages of the First World War the market squares were
restored and were actively functioning. In the second half of the 20th century,
most market squares were completely destroyed. Distortions of the market
squares resulted in the disappearance of urban patriotism and deformation of
town resident’s identity.
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monument, town resident’s identity.
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Рыночная площадь города или городка является пространственной
рамой, в которой формировалось понятие мещанства, происходили памятные события и мероприятия. Вследствие трагических событий ХХ
века – двух мировых войн, голодоморов и холокоста, эмиграции и переселения народов, разрушений и искажений местечкового пространства –
рыночные площади стали определённым мифологическим конструктом.
После разрушений Первой мировой войны рыночные площади были
восстановлены и продолжали активно функционировать. Во второй половине ХХ века большая часть рыночных площадей была окончательно
разрушена. Искажение рыночных площадей привело, в частности, к исчезновению городского патриотизма и деформации идентичности мещанина.
Ключевые слова: рыночные площади, исторический город, пространственный символ, памятник архитектуры, городская идентичность.
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Introduction
Market square of a city or town is a spatial frame where the notion
of lower middle class was formed and in which memorial events took
place. The very notion of a “site of memory” can be a good research
tool to understand what was and what a market square is. Given below
is the definition of this notion by the French historian Pierre Nora:
“...a site of memory, in my opinion, is not limited by memorable monuments or events or mainly tangible, physical, evident, visible objects,
like those, which were erected for such use by a public opinion or state
bodies. A site of memory is an abstract, purely symbolic notion, which
has to crystallize memorial dimension from the objects that can be both
of material or non-material in nature, for instance, expressions, slogans,
key words...” [Nora 2014, 242].
Practically in every historical town market squares generate national
and political narratives, represent the heritage of cultural diversity of
the past (Fig. 1).
From the moment they were established and during their existence
markets fully meet the categories of memory offered by Nore – “namely
historical and basic sites, ‘key’ places (military or diplomatic), geographical places (rivers, mountain ranges, etc.), communication places,
creative places (artistic or scientific), symbolic places, comemorial places”
[Nora 2014, 246]. The markets were mostly places of fair culture which
was mistakenly perceived as “low-value” culture. On the contrary, the
space of Ukrainian cities and towns, which have another name shtetli,
formed a unique within a European context polycultural brotherhood
and entrepreneurship that was analyzed in details by Y. PetrovskyShtern [Petrovsky-Shtern 2014]. The town squares reflected the quality
and level of life of lower middle class. Under conditions of general
poverty and inequality in small towns human dimension was the most
important thing for building market environment.
Due to the tragic events of the 20th century – the First and Second
World Wars, Holodomor (famine) and holocaust, emigration and moving of peoples, destructions and distortions of town space – market
squares have become a certain mythological construct. And according
to Tuan Yi-Fu, this space is “an intellectual construction, sometimes
very well-developed. It is the reaction of our feeling and imagination
to the key needs of people. This space can be distinguished from
pragmatic and scientifically understandable spaces in the fact that it
excludes the logic of exceptions and contradictions” [Yi-Fu 1987, 130].
The town space is constantly present in art, literature and music as “the
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history of the old town has rich resources of facts that nourish next
generations of residents by supporting and creating anew their image
of the place” [Yi-Fu 1987, 218]. This is the key function of the markets,
not only as the trade area, but also as a place of urban identity, places
of “functional rhythm of personal and social life” [Yi-Fu 1987, 223].
Town-planning and architectural heritage of historical cities and
towns of Ukraine is a unique and remarkable phenomenon for understanding historical grounds of Ukrainian modern life. While researching
this heritage we take into account the fact that Ukrainian cities were
founded and were developing on important connecting routes, starting
with antique polises, cities with Rus’ and Magdeburg rights, industrial
settlements and districts of the 19th – beginning of the 20th centuries. We
see how constant changes in the structure of the city resulted in a network of streets and squares while the city centre became more and more
important in the structure of settlements.
Thus, the most important part of urban space of historical cities and
towns were market squares created in the 14th – 18th centuries (Fig. 2–9).
They were dynamically developing throughout the centuries and
acquired key functions of the city. The markets underwent different
transformations – old functions disappeared and the new ones emerged,
the forms and the scales of the squares were changing, new quarters
were built, sizes and styles of town development were transformed.
The first urban settlement in Ukraine appeared in the 9th – 13th centuries.
These were defense towns with administrative and trade and crafts
functions. We do not know precisely what their planning structure was
and whether market square already existed at that time though central
square was a necessary element for the full-fledged life. Its townplanning and architectural peculiarities can be revealed after rigorous
archeological researches. In the 14th century a lot of settlements were
granted Magdeburg rights. When Ukrainian lands were part of Great
Lithuanian Principality till the 60s of the 16th century there were 150
urban settlements: 45 cities, all the rest were small towns [Sas 1989, 22].
Bratslavshchyna and Kyivshchyna had relatively few cities, while in
Volyn region in the 1560s there were 32 cities and 89 small towns [Sas
1989, 24]. After Liublino Unija and establishment of Rich Pospolyta
the territory of Ukraine sees an intensive process of emergence and
developing of cities. At the end of the 16th – middle of the 17th century
private cities and small towns were established. Generally at that time in
Ukraine there were about 1000 cities. At the end of the 17th century a new
political formation was established in Ukraine called Hetmanshchyna,
which positively influenced the development of cities and at the same
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time resulted in the decline in small towns development. In Slobozhanshchyna region main cities were founded on the strategic defense areas
in the second half of the 17th century. They were granted Magdeburg
right, thus there was a market square in their structure [Bahaliy 1991,
43–45].
When after 1772 part of Ukrainian lands as an administration unit
named “The Kingdom of Halychyna and Volodymyriya” had been
included into the Habsburg monarchy, market squares were intensively modernized and developed. Some cities on the Ukrainian territories which became part of the Russian empire were liquidated and
Magdeburg rights were withdrawn. Cities and small towns in Volyn
and Podil guberniyas (provinces) were functioning and developing. In
these settlements functions of the market squares were preserved and
the squares were extended depending on economic development.
After 1917 and till the end of the Second World War the market
squares undergo some losses and their role in the urban development
declines. And already in the second half of the 20th century the market
squares in the historical cities and towns of Ukraine are destroyed and
disappear from the territory of settlements.
The most serious changes in the market squares took place in the
20th century: the sides of the squares are not built anymore and they
disappear completely. This study is aimed at revealing the significance
of the market square for cultural, functional and spatial development
of the historical city.
Changes of the Market Squares in the First Half of the 20th Century
The end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century see the
development of architectural monuments protection – the most valuable
buildings are protected and restored. Owing to this process the market
squares remained the most important spatial symbol of cities’ and small
towns’ identity. After the damages of the First World War the market
squares were restored and were actively functioning. Leon Paczewski
states that as of 1917 when people started analyzing the damages caused
by the war, 112 cities and small towns were ruined to a greater or lesser
extent [Paczewski 1918, 1] (Fig. 10).
Also Paczewski states that it is necessary to change construction designs issued in 1882–1909, as they do not consider the necessity to perform regulations plans and plans of urban development, do not regulate
the sizes of residential premises in the process of residential building
construction [Paczewski 1918, 3]. He considers that buildings with large
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shops should be built along the main streets (communication streets),
while residential buildings should be built in the side streets (residential
streets), thus excluding the possibility of building independent flats in
the attics and arranging flats in the ground floors [Paczewski 1918, 4].
Development of market squares in the cities and small towns in
Halychyna underwent changes in 1914–1940. For instance, in Belz
military actions of the First World War caused fire at the whole market
square. Due to complete burning of the wooden buildings in Belz
restoration of the area was a pressing problem. The image of small
town market squares was lost due to accelerated social and cultural
development: appearance of automobiles, construction vehicles and
technologies (for instance, concrete), changes in trade practice. Building
of market squares does not reflect small town ideology, it is a projection
of city architecture. Market squares were changed in such small towns
as Yaniv, Kukyziv, Potelych, Busk, Variazh, Mostyska, Nyzhankovychi,
Navariya, Rudky, Svirzh, Olesko, Rozdol, Peremyshlyany, Toporiv,
Vuzlove, Stoyaniv, etc. Almost 60 % of Halychyna small towns market
squares were destroyed during the First World War.
Restoration in the 1920–30s determines the role of the market square
in the economy of small towns, moreover it is supported by the efforts
of the town and region management. This is the period when new type
of relations among cities and towns is established which manifests
itself in the industrial division of functions, methods of trade, building
of culture space established on the basis of local history studies. In the
1920s the restoration process did not have any clear restoration requirements, namely: restoration of the initial look of the 19th century, preserving the scales of the development, protection of the preserved objects
and their restoration that influenced rotation in the town image and the
image of the market square.
During interwar period regulatory measures within the market square
areas are introduced, red lines of town planning are established, pavements are laid down and new buildings are constructed. For instance, in
the market squares of Kulykiv and Zhuravno, Sudova Vyshnia and
Chortkiv, Buchach and Rohatyn there appear buildings in functionalism
style. Agriculture trade is transferred from the market squares, small
stone and wooden shops are liquidated, and their areas are used for
building new large trading halls. Thus, trade buildings exclusively are
constructed in Lviv, Yavoriv, Pidhaitsi, Sambir, Drohobych, Stanislav,
Ternopil, etc. Market squares are equipped with street lighting, there is
a separate parking area for carts and fiacres, small park areas are established.
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For instance, regulation project was developed for the town Kopychyntsi in Ternopil region in 1922. The requirements to the near market
quarters included the following: “Densely built blocks surrounding the
market and part of the town situated to the south of the market are 35–60
meters deep and designed exclusively for one-storey dense town development,
which are to form four facade quarters in the network of the streets, in the
middle of the quarters there are offices, potential warehouses and workshops.
In these blocks there can only be stone buildings covered with fireproof materials” [SALvR a, 43]. The authors of the project also recommended: “All
the buildings situated in the market square should be demolished, and a town
hall should be built in their place. Also it is necessary to plant trees around the
market squares” [SALvR a, 45]. Besides, a mini-park was planned at the
corner of the market and Koleyova Street [SALvR a, 45].
In 1923 an engineer from Lviv Franciszek Rachynskyiy develops
a detailed regulation project for the town of Holohory. This work includes key requirements regarding activities in the historically-formed
urban environment and particularly within the space of the market
square: “To increase effective area of the existing market and to get some free
space for the potential town hall or any other monumental public building certain territories L were removed: cadastre 4, 5/1, 5/2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11/1, 11/2,
and they were situated in the building block L:1 in the other part of the old
market.
The market is surrounded by the building blocks L:1, which will be densely
built, while building blocks L:18, 9 will be built in a mixed way, besides, sites
which are close to the market will be built in a densely way. In the south part
of the market there is a mini-park L:32 taking into account the territory.
Around the market there are cobblestone roads and pavements with trees
planted at a 10-meter distance. The market built in such a way would be only
the place for small vegetable and agriculture trade but without stops of public
transport.
With dense town development the buildings will be densely adjacent to one
another with their special fronton walls, it is not allowed to use areas for
boundary separations.
Blocks of dense town development should have common yards or should be
joined by yards to have more air within the block and also more greenery due
to a number of neighboring gardens. With such way of building access to the
territory of the yard will be through the entrance gates.
Architecture of the buildings should be identical for the whole block, slope of
the roofs, covering materials, height of the subroof cornices should be harmoniously connected for the whole block. Here it is necessary to pay attention to the
old stone ornaments that can be used in portals and cornices.
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Transfer from compact to isolated building scheme should be done with
a building with three-side facade and not with the remaining empty special
fronton walls.
Parts of the old buildings with stone portals should be preserved and
restored to their initial look, and when it is impossible, it is necessary to
preserve at least their old parts – door casings, etc. taking into account local
traditions” [SALvR b, 33].
The regulation projects of that period were to be approved by the local
community represented by the commission. Project solutions provoked
serious discussions which were recorded in details. For example, the
protocol of October 18, 1926 recorded in Gmina government in Novi
Strilyshcha states: “The commission in the indicated composition has walked
through the streets of the town and determined that in several places there is
a divergence of the town building from the project regulation plan.
The commissioned indicated:
1. It is necessary to give up the idea of constructing buildings planned in
the eastern quarter of the market, which occupy the square to the road BibrkaRohatyn, and to leave already constructed buildings mainly on the old
foundation.
2. In the southern quarter of the market from the road mentioned above to
the east it is also necessary to leave everything on the old foundations as all
modern buildings are practically constructed except for one two-storey building
in the regulation line and on the old foundations.
4. Taking into account street lighting and access to the back buildings of the
eastern quarter of the market it is necessary to leave a 7–8 meter wide street at
the back part.
5. The Commission states that the planned street exitways from the market
in northern-western, southern-eastern and southern-western corners should
be left as they are indicated in the plan, that means that the ownership of the
destroyed buildings should be cancelled and restoration of these buildings
should be prohibited.
6. The market should be left free from buildings due to its small size, but if
mortgage owners of market areas got together and offered for trade purposes
a joint architectural project of preserving the old arcade, then after approval of
the project by the central government, gmina government will allow construction works, moreover, gmina government, by adding some area at the market
from itself, will be able to get offices in the second floor” [SALvR c, 23].
In the interwar period of the 20th century market squares of Volyn
region experienced fragmentary regulations. At the end of the 1930s in
Berestechko market square and streets were covered with cobblestones
[Świszowski 1937, 6]. Investments in the development of the town Koretz
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1. Panorama of Yazlivets. View
from the north. The market
square began directly behind
after Buchatska brama (gate)
and was formed on the basis
of Rus Law (drawing of the
author)

2. Extended triangular market
square in Mostyska (analysis
and indications of the author
on the basis of cadastre of the
middle of the 19th century)

3. Market square in
Drohobych. A Town Hall is in
the centre of the market, in the
northern corner there is
a St. Bartholomew Cathedral,
in the southern corner –
a Monastery of the Order of
Brothers of the Blessed Virgin
of Mt Carmel, to the east of
the market there is a Trinity
Church (analysis and
indications of the author)

4. Market square in Uman. In the centre of
the market there are rows of shopping stalls
built at the end of the 18th century under the
patronage of Stanislav “Szczęsny” Potockyi
(analysis and indications of the author)

5. Market square in Staryi Kostiantyniv.
The market has a trapezoidal form due to
the transfer from Rus Law to the Magdeburg
Law in the middle of the 16th century
(analysis and indications of the author)

6. Market square in Probizhna. The
settlement is planned on the basis of the
ideal town idea of the 17th century (analysis
and indications of the author)

7. Market square in Ustechko. The market
was established in the middle of the 17th
century. Triangular form of the market
testifies to the Rus traditions of city town
planning (analysis and indications of the
author on the basis of the cadastre of the
middle of the 19th century)

8. Market square in Korsun (the second half
of the 17th century.) market squares with
castles were formed in Ukraine during the
16th – 17th centuries in Zhovkva, Variazh,
Stepan’, Bila Tserkva, Bohuslav, Chernelytsia,
Krystynopil, Kalush, Novohrad-Volynskyi,
Polonne, Lytiachi, Kryvche, Skalat, Tartakiv,
etc. (analysis and indications of the author)

9. Market square in Korets was formed in the
1780s owing to the initiative of Prince Yuzef
Klemens Chartoryiskyi. It is a unique
example of the octahedral market square in
the history of the European town planning
(analysis and indications of the author)

10. Development of the market square in
Burshtyn in 1916. During the First World
War the market was destroyed by 90 %
(author’s redrawing from the photo of 1916)

11. Fragment of the Renaissance Town Hall
of the 17th century in Ostrih. The condition
of the monument after 1945. Dismantled in
the 1970s (drawing of the author)

12. Market square in Zborov in
the middle of the 20th century
(drawing of the author)

13. Condition of the Renaissance
Town Hall in Husiatyn before its
dismantling in the 1950s
(drawing of the author)

14. Archeological works in 1995
of the market square quarter
in Zhovkva. Market square in
Zhovkva was destroyed in the
second half of the 1940s
(drawing of the author)
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in the 1930s resulted in improvement of streets and squares. The market
square was completely paved with cobblestones, although as early as in
1930 it still looked like a marshland area [Świszowski 1937, 16]. An important aspect of the regulation project was performing measurements
of the current state of the city. Thus, for urban design of Volyn cities in
the 1920s measurement documentation was prepared and “first improvement took place in August, 1925 when the President of Rivne К. Balinskyi and
land surveyor engineer Yezhy Zherom from Brest signed an agreement on city
measurements. In 1928–30 Ye. Zherom performed measurements of the city of
Lutsk. As of 1930 current town planning situation was partially or fully fixed
regarding eight towns and villages of Western Volyn (Ostrih, Olyka, Kivertsi,
Torchyn, Kostopil, Liuboml, Rivne, Ratno)” [Mykhailyshyn 2013, 81].
In Volyn cities of that period market squares retain their primary
purpose and authentic image which is recorded on numerous postcards and photographs of that time. Market square is considered as
a kind of historic monument. This is confirmed by the fact that
O. Mykhailyshyn singles out four main tasks of monument protective
activities in Western Volyn in 1921–1939: “Firstly, confirmation of the
historical continuity of the Polish state in the region through renovation and
restoration of sites representing the period of the First Rich Pospolyta. Secondly,
“erasing” evidence of the Russian statehood (historical accretions and alterations) by restoring monuments to their original condition. Thirdly, adaptation
of historic buildings to accommodate the institutions of the Polish administration. Fourthly, acceleration of economic development of the region through the
use of tourism potential of historical cities and towns” [Mykhailyshyn 2013,
315].
Changes in the Market Squares
in the Second Half of the 20th century
In the second half of the 20th century, most market squares were
completely destroyed (Fig. 11–14).
They did not meet new communist ideology and could not be used
for crowded demonstrations, rallies and parades. Fight against market
squares ended in their decline, the dismantling of memorial buildings,
construction of new, aggressive and innovative structures. Distortions
of the market squares resulted in the disappearance of urban patriotism
and deformation of town resident’s identity. The majority of the squares
were renamed Lenin Squares and were decorated with figures of the
Soviet leader. Ya. Vermenych rightly observes that during Soviet times
“main ideological tenet, which determined the direction of the urbanization
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policy was “changing the way of life”; therefore, “cultural and residential construction” became a synonym to “construction of socialist cities”. New cities
were often called “workers’ villages” and retained this status for a long period
of time, having very primitive infrastructure. Only workmen’s clubs had more
or less decent look ...”. Influence on the individual through clubs, schools,
means of communication, literature and art created a powerful ideological
press, which served as a tool for unification, russification, reidentification on
the basis of new moral values” [Vermenych 2011, 216]. In all historical cities of Ukraine (recorded and not recorded in the official register) in the
market squares one can still trace a tendency to turn them into uniform
“workers’ village”. Unification of market squares image intensified
since 1955, namely after the resolutions of the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the Council of Ministers of
the USSR “On Elimination of Superfluities in Design and Construction”. Since then, newly built and old buildings in the market squares
are designed with simplified front planes.
In the 1990s market squares lost their ideological color, and were
gradually regaining their primary function as a main public place.
Nowadays the condition of market squares can be characterized by
several types:
1. A market square is included in the communication artery of the
city without any interference and restrictions;
2. A market square with fragmented center, additional functional
load and additional new structures within the old ones;
3. Market squares with the missing parts and quarters;
4. Market squares with changed elements and new buildings;
5. Market squares with altered or deformed town-planning structure;
6. Market squares with partially lost structure;
7. Market squares with completely lost town-planning structure.
Market squares which are included in the communication arteries of
the city without any interference and restrictions are preserved in Lviv,
Drohobych, Sambir, Rohatyn, Kalush, Ivano-Frankivsk (Stanislav), Kolomyia, Kopychyntsi, Kremenets, Rozhyshche, Slavuta, Nova Ushytsia,
Sharhorod, etc. In these cities and towns a market square has a great
transport and pedestrian value. In Lviv, Drohobych, Sambir, IvanoFrankivsk and Kolomyia city centers were turned into important pedestrian zones. Market squares host a number of city representants:
museums, galleries, monuments and memorial plaques, shops and
bookstores. In Rohatyn, Kopychyntsi, Kremenets and Sharhorod marketplace is a place for the main transport routes. Due to this fact trade
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and entrepreneurship is under development in the near-market areas,
while problem of the pedestrian zone remains unresolved.
Market squares with fragmented center, additional functional load
and additional new structures within the old ones exist in Brody,
Buchach (old market), Peremyshliany, Velyki Mosty, Kamianka-Buzka,
Hvizdets, Berezdivtsi (Volyn region), Rivne, Dubno, Staryi Kostiantyniv,
Sataniv, Yarmolyntsi, Tulchin, Vinkivtsi, etc. In the 1970s, multi-storeyed
buildings for District Committees (raikoms) were constructed within the
area of the market squares. They were located without considering
historical traditions of city development. Such interference into the
structure of the historical city center can be traced in Brody and
Buchach. In Tartakiv a huge school was built in the market area, which
completely distorted the perception of the old market space. Areas of
the markets were fragmented by the newly built trade pavilions, kiosks
and food courts. In some cases market areas were lost due to the
construction of standard apartment blocks at the market square sides.
In Velyki Mosty an old open town square was turned into a park, while
in Uhnev a multi-storey hostel was built at one side of the market,
which is now not occupied. In Belz in the northern side of the market
there is a school. In Staryi Kostiantyniv the market is fragmented
by the bus station and shopping center zones, as well as long and
monotonous and multi-storey residential buildings.
Market squares with the missing parts and quarters are in Zhovkva, Berezhany, Buchach, Tysmenytsia, Hoshcha, Kamenets-Podilskyi,
Zhvanets, Skala-Podilska, Murafa, etc. Lost quarters result in the fact
that the center is dissolved in the structure of the city. Therefore, the
loss of market square sides confuses townspeople and tourists, creating
grounds for further destruction of the next sides.
Market squares with replaced elements and new buildings exist in
Drohobych, Sambir, Zhydachiv, Zolotyi Potik, Ivano-Frankivsk, Kalush,
Chornyi Ostriv and Haysyn. These examples represent a strategy of
building city and town centers in the 1970–2000s. In these cities and
towns, even under the condition that the red lines of city development
are kept, one can trace a marked discrepancy between three-dimensional resolution of buildings and the historical image of the old city
and town centers. For instance, in Sambir in the western side of the
market a new cinema was built at the end of the 1970s without taking
into consideration historical red lines of building, proportions and
architectural style peculiar for the town. Almost in all the preserved
buildings that make up the sides of the market square, one can see
interference into their original form – dismantling of decorative facade
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surfaces, replacement of wooden doors and windows with plastic ones,
building additional floors and replacement of the roof forms.
Market squares with partially altered or deformed town-planning
structure are in Krystynopil (Chervonohrad), Ternopil, Delyatyn, Korets.
In Krystynopil the 1950s were a period of liquidation of the downtown
area. Market square with buildings, lanes and streets of the old city
were demolished. In their place new streets and two-storey buildings
of workers’ districts were planned. In Ternopil after the destruction of
the First and Second World Wars the downtown was built anew in the
1960s due to the intensive development of light and food industry, and
only relics remained from the old structure. Unfortunately, during the
construction in Ternopil they did not take into account the old red
lines and the character of the architecture inherent to the city. Market
squares in such cities became sites of memory, while underground
there are old foundations, stone portals and architectural details, the
old cellars covered with a vault.
Market squares with partially liquidated structure can be seen in
Felshtyn, Obertyn, Yabloniv, Dunaivtsi, etc. In these towns there are
several buildings at the market sides or the old market square can be
traced only visually. This situation allows us to predict the prospects of
reviving the ancient market owing to the new building at its sides.
Market squares with completely lost town-planning structure are in
Sokal, Tartakiv, Ternopil, Tlumach, Pechenizhyn, Ustyluh, Bar, etc. In
these towns the old downtown and market squares in particular were
turned into parks. Evidence of the old structure of the settlement is
preserved on the historical maps, photographs, postcards and in the
archaeological cultural layer. For example, the downtown of Ternopil,
80 % destroyed during the Second World War, was rebuilt on the basis
of 1945 and 1954 master plan schemes. The planning composition of
the new center of Ternopil did not take into account the historical
features of the city planning structure. Traces of the ancient market
disappeared and, consequently, the dominating feature within the space
of the main square is a city theater built in 1956 with four-storey
buildings around it [Posatskyi 2004, 316].
In general, major changes took place in the majority of markets in
historical towns of Ukraine. In each market square there are disharmonious buildings, which is reflected in neglecting historical sizes of areas,
scale and typical for towns compositional style. Instead, almost in all
ancient settlements that had city privileges, one can find and recreate
the spatial characteristics of market squares on the basis of archive
documents, literature, iconographic and cartographic materials. Despite
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the large volume of spatial transformations, the researches of the market
squares make it possible to determine stages of their evolution and
peculiar architectural fragments, which were preserved. To understand
the current state of market squares it is important to clarify its previous
transformations (Fig. 12). For example, the ensemble in Independence
Square (formerly Rynok Square) in Pidhaitsi has undergone certain
changes. Based on the comparison of the number of buildings listed on
cadastral map of the mid-nineteenth century and geodetic topographical
basis of the late 20th century, it is established that 21 buildings from the
total number of perimeter planning was lost as well as the middle
square quarter with a town hall. The research revealed that the development of the market square took place in four stages: the first stage falls
on the first half of the 17th century; the second stage is the middle of the
19th century; the third stage is the 1930s of the 20th century; the fourth
stage is the second half of the 20th century.
The first stage. After the market square in Pidhaitsi decreased in
size, new buildings were built at its sides in the first half of the 17th
century. They were both stone and wooden buildings, but almost all
had stone cellars. The research of the market square area in Pidhaitsi
conducted in 1997 found the remains of cellars belonging to the wooden building (it is marked in the cadastre). Characteristic features were
the following ones: walls laid out at an angle to the basis of the vault 50
cm high; egg-like vault arch; walls and vaults were built from ashlar
stone 50×25 (16) cm. The wooden building was one-storeyed, of log
construction, with a four-slope shingled roof.
Stone building had three parts with a wide entry area through which
one could go to the yard, and from the yard to the street outside the
market. Such planning of areas is characteristic only of Renaissance
stone buildings. Stone buildings in Pidhaitsi were two-storeyed (also
with an attic); built from stone and brick, covered with a vault at the
cellar and first floor level. Considering the period of their construction
one can assume that there were gabled stone buildings and buildings
with attics. In addition to residential buildings, famous Pidhaitsi drives
were built at the side of the market. Characteristic feature of stone
construction in Pidhaitsi were angular solutions for buildings from the
laid out ashlar stone, with partitions being filled with brick.
During the first stage middle-market quarter and the town hall were
formed. Middle-market quarter consisted of storing sheds, warehouses
and rows of shops built of stone and brick. Examination of middle
market area did not reveal any cellars, therefore, one could argue that
a quarter had only ground system. The whole middle-market quarter
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was planned around a hexagonal town hall, which originally had four
wings (later dismantled). This building had two-storeys, covered with
a vault, with rich Renaissance decoration and dome-like roof.
The second stage. In the middle of the 19th century new classicism
buildings are constructed on the foundations and walls of the ground
floor. Their planning retains the old three-part structure. In general,
this period can be considered a period of reconstruction of perimeter
building of market square in Pidhaitsi. It most influenced the external
image of the square. Classical style decorated facades with pilasters,
plaster window decorations and balconies. Despite the changes in the
space of the markets, one-storeyed stone buildings and buildings with
mansard floor were preserved. A unique example were designs of the
front building gables of the wide-façade stone buildings. In the second
half of the 19th century there were also changes in facade design, though
they were not so widespread. The changes were also introduced to
administrative buildings – the old Town Hall did not suit the new
management system, so a new extensive administrative structure was
built at the side of the square.
The third stage. After severe devastations of the First World War
building of the market square was seriously destroyed. Almost all the
buildings were destroyed, as well as the middle-market quarter and
a Town Hall. In the 1930s new stone buildings were built, possibly with
the participation of professional architects. For the first time in Pidhaitsi
different forms of bay windows and hexagonal windows were used, as
well as plaster ornamental details not typical of a county town.
The fourth stage is more related to the destruction of the market
square ensemble. After the hostilities of the Second World War and the
Soviet Union period almost 80 % of the total area of the ensemble was
destroyed. Underground there are still remains of the 17th – 19th centuries
cellars. In the middle of Independence Square (market square) a new
large church was built at the end of the 20th century.
The most significant intervention in the area of market squares
occurred in the late 1960s and 1970s. This is the period of the ninth
and tenth five-year plans. The ninth five-year USSR national economy
development plan for 1971–1975 was developed on the basis of Directives of the 24th Congress of the CPSU and was adopted in 1971 at the
session of the Supreme Council of the Soviet Union. The tenth fiveyear plan for 1976–1980 provided for improving the efficiency and
quality of socialist production. During this period buildings at the
sides of the markets and the old town halls (Tartakiv, Ostrih, Liuboml)
were dismantled. Later, after development of documentation large
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design organizations were responsible for building hotel, district committees, schools and residential multi-storeyed buildings not considering historical red lines and quarters limits. At that time demolished
were not only historical parts of the cities, but also monuments of sacred building – churches, cathedrals, synagogues. Numerous negative
examples became the basis for adopting Article 1387 of the Law of the
Ukrainian Republic “On Protection and Use of Historical Monuments
of Culture” from July 13, 1978. It did not change the situation. though.
Monitoring and reasonable protection activity at that time was carried
out by the Ukrainian Society for Protection of Historical Monuments
and Culture (UTOPIK), established in 1966. To protect and restore
monuments of architecture and urban planning particularly active in
the 1970s was Ukrainian Regional Specialized Scientific Restoration
Institute “Ukrzakhidproektrestavratsiya” (the name was established
in 1991).
Since 1991 monument protection activities within the space of historical cities and towns of Ukraine has been supported by the research
and development institutes, design and production organizations: institutes “Ukrproektrestavratsiya” (Kyiv), “Ukrzakhidproektrestavratsiya”
(Lviv), State Science and Technology Centre “Konrest”, several regional
research and development centers and 36 specialized contractor restoration organizations. Today the list of historic settlements of Ukraine
registers 401 objects. Instead the majority of important historical cities
were left out from this list. Over the past 30 years several projects on
regeneration of historical centers and historical and architectural key
city plans were elaborated. Kamianets-Podilskyi, Lutsk, Zhovkva, Belz
and Berezhany started works on practical implementation of regeneration measures.
Current state of market squares preservation leads to a separate
development of projects on their revalorization and revitalization. One
of the most important stages of the research is the primary scientific
research of the market square which is a long-term and interdisciplinary
work. Therefore, it is important first of all to resort to preliminary
research that will focus on the analysis of the state of preservation of
the existing sites; archaeological exploration; the study of historical
sources and publications; determination of the aesthetic and artistic
value of the sites; analysis of the composition and surrounding of the
market square; identification of market square development stages;
systematization and erecting monuments of national and local significance of all kinds (archaeological, historical, monumental art, architectural, urban planning, landscape architecture, landscape, science and
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technology ones); attribution of lost buildings and structures; identification of disharmonious buildings and structures. Apart from material
heritage, which is considered to be the main subject of the research,
there are non-material values, which are very important for the scientific analysis of market squares. The importance of non-material value
of the markets is stressed by Prof. K. Dąbrowska-Budziło: “Non-material
value is also identified as the atmosphere of something unusual associated with
a specific place, which refers to the concept of genius loci. Unusual character of
a place is influenced not only by its formation, but also history, events, figures
and literary allusions related to this place. Genius loci can be great when we
think of the Acropolis in Athens, or local, when we mean our favorite places
with their “magical aura” [Dąbrowska-Budziło 2005, 83].
Conclusions
Market squares of historical cities and towns reflect historical and
cultural and spatial identity peculiar for the cities and towns. They
played an important role in the process of coordination of various
types of city functioning and its outskirts. The research has shown that
market squares in historical cities and towns were an important part
of the general urban and territorial communication, also they formed
а special space which combined different functions, with time their
forms, size, proportions and building schemes were changing. The first
half of the 20th century lays down the basis for viewing the market
square as a city building and architectural monument. In the second
half of the 20th century spatial heritage of markets goes through the
period of active levelling. Only at the end of the 20th century there
appeared initiatives on preservation and restoration of market squares
in certain historical cities.
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